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ABSTRACT
In many applications of wireless sensor networks (WSN), sensors
are deployed un-tethered in hostile environments. For location-
aware WSN applications, it is essential to ensure that sensors can
determine their location, even in the presence of malicious adver-
saries. In this paper we address the problem ofenabling sensors
of WSN to determine their location in an un-trusted environment.
Since localization schemes based on distance estimation are ex-
pensive for the resource constrained sensors, we propose a range-
independent localization algorithm called SeRLoc. SeRLoc is dis-
tributed algorithm and does not require any communication among
sensors. In addition, we show that SeRLoc is robust against severe
WSN attacks, such as thewormhole attack, the sybil attackand
compromised sensors. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
work that provides a security-aware range-independent localization
scheme for WSN. We present a threat analysis and comparison of
the performance of SeRLoc with state-of-the-art range-independent
localization schemes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer System Organization]: Computer-Communication
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networks—Network topology
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless ad hoc sensor networks (WSN) operate in the absence

of a pre-deployed infrastructure, are self-configurable, low cost and
can be rapidly deployed. Hence, such networks enable a variety of
consumer applications, such as emergency rescue, disaster relief,
smart homes and patient monitoring, industrial applications, such
as structural health monitoring and environmental control, and mil-
itary applications, such as target identification and tracking.

Many of the applications proposed for WSN require knowledge
of the origin of the sensing information. For example, in order to
identify a crack in the rotating part of a motor or in the arch of a
bridge, we need the location of the sensors that detect high stress
forces or structure anomalies. Furthermore, location is assumed
known in the realization of many network operations such as, rout-
ing protocols where a family of geographically aided algorithms
have been proposed [1, 2], or security protocols where location in-
formation is used to prevent threats against services [3–5].

WSN may be deployed in hostile environments with sensors op-
erating unsupervised. Hence, an adversary can interrupt the func-
tionality of location-aware applications by exploiting the vulnera-
bilities of the localization scheme. Though many localization tech-
niques have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks [6–16],
almost no research has been presented in securing the localization
scheme against security threats.

Since sensors are hardware and power limited, we consider com-
putationally efficient methods such as symmetric cryptography and
efficient hash functions [17], to prevent attacks against the localiza-
tion scheme. In addition, since distance measurements are known
to be susceptible to distance enlargement/reduction [18], we do not
use any such measurements to infer the sensor location. We re-
fer to methods that are not using distance measurements as range-
independent localization schemes [6–9,14,16].

In this paper we make the following contributions: (i) We pro-
poseSeRLoc, a novel range-independent localization scheme for
WSN, that achieves decentralized, resource-efficient sensor local-
ization. (ii) We propose security mechanisms for SeRLoc that al-
low each sensor to determine its locationevenin the presence of
well known threats on WSN such as the wormhole attack [3, 19,
20], the sybil attack [21, 22] and sensor compromise. (iii) We
provide simulation studies that show that SeRLoc localizes sen-
sors with higher accuracy than state-of-the-art decentralized range-
independent localization schemes [6–9], and is robust against vary-
ing sources of error.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we describe the secure localization problem and state our network
model. Section 3 describes our localization scheme and Section 4
presents a threat analysis. In Section 5 we present the need for se-
curing the state-of-the-art range-independent localization schemes.
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In Section 6 we present related work. In Section 7 we evaluate
the performance of SeRLoc compared to other range-independent
localization schemes. Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT & NETWORK
MODEL

2.1 Problem Statement
We study the problem ofenabling nodes of a wireless sensor

network to determine their location even in the presence of ma-
licious adversaries. This problem will be referred to asSecure
Localization. Note that secure localization is a different problem
from verifying the location claim of a sensor, known as location
verification [23, 24]. Location verification is not addressed in this
paper. We consider secure localization in the context of the follow-
ing design goals: (a) decentralized implementation, (b) resource
efficiency, and (c) robustness against security threats.

2.2 Network Model
Network generation: We assume that the network consists of a
set of sensor nodesN of unknown location and a set of specially
equipped nodesL we calllocators, with known location and orien-
tation. Locators’ position can be acquired through GPS receivers1

[25]. We assume that all network nodes are deployed randomly in
a specific network region of areaA.

The random deployment of the network nodes can be modeled
as aspatial homogeneous Poisson point process[26]. The random
placement of the locators with a densityρL = |L|

A (| · | denotes the
cardinality of a set) is equivalent to a sequence of events following a
homogeneous Poisson point process of rateρL. Given thatL events
occur in areaA, these events are uniformly distributed withinA.
The random deployment of sensors with a densityρs = |N|

A , is
equivalent to a random sampling of theA with rateρs [26].

Let LHs denote the set of locators heard by a sensors. The
probability thats hears exactlyk locatorsP (|LHs| = k) is equal
to the probability thatk locators are deployed within an area of size
πR2, whereR is the locator-to-sensor communication range. Since
locators deployment follows a spatial Poisson process (randomly
deployed in a specific area):

P (|LHs| = k) =
(ρLπR2)k

k!
e−ρLπR2

. (1)

Using (1), we compute the probability thateverysensor hearsat
leastk locators. The random sensor deployment implies statistical
independence in the number of locators heard by each sensor and
hence:

P (|LHs| ≥ k,∀s ∈ N) = P (|LHs| ≥ k)|N|

= (1 − P (|LHs| < k))|N| (2)

= (1 −
k−1∑
i=0

(ρLπR2)i

i!
e−ρLπR2

)|N|.

Antenna model: Sensors are assumed to be equipped with omnidi-
rectional antennas having a sensor-to-sensor communication range
r. Locators are assumed to be equipped with sectored antennas
with M sectors. We assume a directivity gainG(M) and an ide-
alized angular reception [27]. However, the ideal sector assump-
tion is relaxed during our security evaluation and simulation study,

1Though GPS signals can be spoofed, knowledge of the coordi-
nates of several nodes is essential to achieve any kind of node lo-
calization.

where we consider imperfect sectorization. We assume that lo-
cators transmit with higher power than sensors and hence have a
locator-to-sensor communication range ofR > r. Due to the direc-
tivity of the locators’ antennas, and the higher locator transmitting
power, the locator-sensor link is asymmetric. The sensor-to-locator

communication range isd = rG
1
γ , whereγ is the signal attenua-

tion factor [27]. We also assume that locators can simultaneously
transmit in all their antenna sectors.

Note that to achieve a communication range ratioR
r

, locators
need to transmit with powerPL = (R

r
)γ(Ps/G) , wherePs is the

sensor transmitting power. Given that sensors are very low power
devices, the higher transmit power assumption on the locator side
is a reasonable one. A typical sensor has a communication range
from 3 ∼ 30m with a transmission power ofPs = 0.75mW [28].
Hence, guards needs to transmit with a powerPg = 75mW to
achieve a communication range ratioR

r
= 10 whenγ = 2 even

without the use of directional antennas.
Network initialization: We assume that sensors and locators can
be pre-loaded with cryptographic quantities before deployment.
Attacks not addressed: In this paper we do not consider attacks
against the physical layer such as frequency jamming. Spread spec-
trum [31] and coding [32] is known to be an efficient mechanism
to shield the physical layer against jamming attacks. Also, we do
not consider any attack against the Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol that may lead to a denial-of-service (DoS).We also assume
that locators are trusted and cannot be compromised by an adver-
sary.Dealing with compromised locators is an on-going work.

3. SERLOC: A SECURE LOCALIZATION
SCHEME

In this Section we describe how our SEcure Range-independent
LOCalization scheme (SeRLoc) enables sensors to determine their
location based on beacon information transmitted by the locators,
and present the security mechanisms that protect the location com-
putation, in the presence of malicious adversaries.

3.1 Location Determination
In SeRLoc, sensors determine their location based on the bea-

con information transmitted by the locators. Figure 1 illustrates the
idea of the scheme. Each locator transmits different beacons at each
antenna sector with each beacon containing, (a) the locator’s coor-
dinates, (b) the angles of the antenna boundary lines, with respect
to a common global axis.

If a sensor hears a beacon transmitted at a specific antenna sector
of a locatorLi, it has to be included within that sector. Given that
sensors know the locators’ communication rangeR a priori, and
acquire the locator’s coordinates and sector boundary lines through
the beacons, they can identify the region within which they reside
by computing the overlap between all the sectors that they hear.
Each sensor determines its location as the center of gravity (CoG)
of the overlapping region computed via the beacon information.
The CoG is the least square error solution given that a sensor can
lie with equal probability at any point of the overlapping region.

In Figure 1(a), sensors is able to hear locatorsL1 ∼ L4. Sensor
s determines its position by executing a four step algorithm. InStep
1, the sensor collects the beacons from all locators it can hear. In
Step 2, it determines an approximate search area within which it is
located based on the coordinates of the locators heard. InStep 3,
it computes the overlapping antenna sector region using a majority
vote scheme. InStep 4, it determines its location as the center of
gravity of the overlapping region. We now describe all four steps
in detail.
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Figure 1: (a) Locators L1 − L4 transmit beacons at each sector. Sensor s estimates its location as the Center of Gravity CoG of the
overlapping region of the sectors that include it. (b) Step 2: determination of the search area, a rectangular area of size less than R2,
(c) a rectangular area of size greater than R2.
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Figure 2: (a) Step 3: Grid-sector test for a point g of the search area. (b) Steps 3,4: Placement of a grid of equally spaced points in
the search area, and the corresponding grid score table. The sensor estimates its position as the centroid of all grid points with the
highest score.

- Step 1:Locators heard: The sensor collects information from
all the locators that it can hear. A sensors with coordinates(xs, ys)
can hear all locatorsLHs with coordinates(Xi, Yi) that lie within
a circle of radiusR, centered at(xs, ys).

LHs = {‖s − Li‖ ≤ R, i = 1 . . . |L|}. (3)

- Step 2:Search area: The sensor computes a search area where
it will attempt to locate itself. Initially, the sensor finds the mini-
mumXmin, Ymin and maximumXmax, Ymax locator coordinates
form the setLHs.

Xmin = min
Li∈LHs

Xi, Xmax = max
Li∈LHs

Xi,

Ymin = min
Li∈LHs

Yi, Ymax = max
Li∈LHs

Yi. (4)

Observe in Figure 1(b) that if sensors can hear locatori with coor-
dinates (Xmin, Yi), s has to be locatedleft from the vertical bound-
ary of (Xmin + R). Similarly, s has to be locatedright from the
vertical boundary of (Xmax − R), below the horizontal boundary
of (Ymin + R), andabovethe horizontal boundary of (Ymax −R).

The dimensions of the rectangular search area are(2R−dx)x(2R−
dy) wheredx, dy are the horizontal distancedx = Xmax−Xmin ≤
2R and the vertical distancedy = Ymax − Ymin ≤ 2R, respec-
tively. In Figure 1(b), the search area isAs < R2, sincedx > R
anddy > R. In Figure 1(c),dx < R anddy < R, and hence,
As > R2.

- Step 3: Overlapping region-Majority vote: In Step 3, sen-
sors determine the overlapping region of all sectors. Since it would

be computationally expensive for each sensor to attempt to analyt-
ically determine the overlapping region, based on the line intersec-
tions, we employ a grid scoring system that defines the overlapping
region based on majority vote. A grid scoring scheme was also
used in [6], though the grid was placed at a fixed region around the
sensor, regardless of the positions of the locators.

Grid score table: The sensor places a grid of equally spaced
points within the rectangular search area as shown in Figure 2(b).
To determine the overlapping area, the sensor keeps a score for ev-
ery grid point in a grid score table. Initially, all grid points have a
zero score. If a point is included in a sector according to agrid-
sector testdescribed below, the sensor increments its score by one.
If not, its score does not change. This process is repeated for all
locators heardLHs, for the same grid. The overlapping region is
defined by the points that have the highest score in the grid. In Fig-
ure 2(b), we show the grid score table and the overlapping region
according to the highest scoring points.

Note that due to the finite grid resolution, the use of grid points
for the definition of the overlapping region induces error in the cal-
culation. The resolution of the grid can be increased to reduce the
error at the expense of energy consumption due to the increased
processing time.

Grid-sector test: Let the coordinates of a grid pointg be de-
noted as(xg, yg). Pointg is included in a sector of angles[θ1, θ2]
originating from locatorLi : (Xi, Yi) if it satisfies two conditions:
(C1): g has to lie within the communication range ofLi,
(C2): The angleφ of the line connectingLi andg, has to lie within
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[θ1, θ2].

C1 : ‖g − Li‖ ≤ R, C2 : θ1 ≤ φ ≤ θ2. (5)

Note that the sensordo not have toperform any angle-of-arrival
(AOA) measurements. Both the coordinates of the locators and
the grid points are known, and hence the sensors can analytically
calculateφ. In Figure 2(a), we illustrate the grid-sector test, with
all angles measured with reference to axisy = 0.

- Step 4:Location estimation: The sensor determines its loca-
tion as the centroid of all the grid points that define the overlapping
region (highest score in the grid):

s̃ : (xest, yest) =

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

xgi ,
1

n

n∑
i=1

ygi

)
, (6)

wheren is the number of grid points of the overlapping region.

3.2 Security Mechanisms of SeRLoc
We now describe the security mechanisms of SeRLoc that enable

the secure location computation.
Encryption: To protect the localization information, we encrypt all
beacons transmitted from locators. Since sensors are constrained
in both computational power and energy resources, we do not con-
sider asymmetric key cryptography solutions. Instead, sensors and
locators share a global symmetric keyK0, pre-loaded before de-
ployment.

In addition, every sensors shares a symmetric pairwise keyKLi
s

with every locatorLi, also pre-loaded. Since the number of lo-
cators deployed is relatively small, the storage requirement at the
sensor side is within the storage constraints (a total of|L| keys).
For example, mica motes [28] have 128Kbytes of programmable
flash memory. Using 64-bit RC5 [29] symmetric keys and for a
network with 200 guards, a total of1.6Kbytes of memory is re-
quired to store all the symmetric pairwise keys of the node with
all the guards. In order to save storage space at the locator side
(locators would have to store|N | keys), the pairwise keyKLi

s is
derived by a master keyKLi , using a pseudo-random function [30]
h and the unique sensorIdi: KLi

s = hKLi
(Idi). Hence, given an

Idi, a locator can compute its pairwise key with a sensor whenever
needed, without having to store any pairwise keys.
Locator ID authentication: The use of a shared symmetric key
does not identify the source of the messages that each sensor hears.
Hence, in the absence of additional security features, a malicious
sensor may impersonate multiple locators. To prevent sensors with
access to the shared keyK0, from injecting false localization in-
formation into the network, we require sensors to authenticate the
source of the beaconsusing collision-resistant hash functions.

We use the following scheme based onefficient one-way hash
chains [33], to provide locator ID authentication2. Each locator
Li has a unique passwordPWi. The password is blinded with the
use of acollision-resistanthash function such as MD5 [17]. Due
to the collision resistance property, it is computationally infeasi-
ble for an attacker to find a valuePWj , such thatH(PWi) =
H(PWj), PWi �= PWj . The hash sequence is generated using
the following equation:

H0 = PWi, Hi = H(Hi−1), i = 1, · · · , n,

with n being a large number andH0 never revealed to any sen-
sor. Each sensor is pre-loaded with a table containing the Id of
each locator and the corresponding hash valueHn(PWi). For a

2Hash chains have been widely used to authenticate the source of a
message in many applications including wireless ad hoc networks
[35,36].

network with 200 guards, we need 8 bits to represent node Ids. In
addition, hash functions such as MD5 [17] have a 128-bit output.
Hence, the storage requirement of the hash table at any node is only
3.4Kbytes. To reduce the storage needed at the locator side, we can
employ an efficient storage/computation method for hash chains of
time/storage complexityO(log2(n)) and compute any hash chain
values when needed [34]. We now describe how the hash values
authenticate the locator’s ID.

Assume that a locatorLi wants to transmit its first beacon. Ini-
tially, sensors only know the hash valueHn(PWi). The locator
includes(Hn−1(PWi), j) in the beacon transmission, with the in-
dexj = 1 (first hash value published). Every sensor that hears the
beacon can authenticate the locator ID only ifH(Hn−1(PWi)) =
Hn(PWi). After verification, the sensor replacesHn(PWi) with
Hn−1(PWi) in its memory and increases the hash counter by one,
so as to perform only one hash operation in the reception of a sec-
ond message from the same locatorLi. The indexj is included
in the beacons, so that sensors can re-synchronize with the current
published hash value, in case of loss of some intermediate hash
values. The beacon of LocatorLi has the following format:

Li : { (Xi, Yi) || (θ1, θ2) || (Hn−j(PWi)), j}K0 ,

where|| denotes the concatenation operation and{m}K denotes
the encryption of messagem with keyK. Note that our location Id
authentication does not prevent the replay of a message that origi-
nated from a locator. However, it allows a sensor to ensure that the
message was generated by a locator. We will show that this condi-
tion is sufficient to secure our localization scheme against possible
attacks.

4. THREAT ANALYSIS
In this Section we show that SeRLoc is resilient to severe types of

attacks such as the wormhole attack [3,19,20], the sybil attack [21,
22] and compromised sensors.Note that our goal is not to prevent
the attacks that may be harmful in many network protocols, but to
allow sensors to determine their location, even in the presence of
such attacks.

4.1 The Wormhole Attack
Threat model: To mount a wormhole attack, an attacker initially
establishes a direct link between two points in the network. We
will refer to the attacker’s link aswormhole link. Once the worm-
hole link is established, the attacker eavesdrops messages at one
end of the link, referred as theorigin point, tunnels them through
the wormhole link and replays them at the other end, referred as the
destination point. The wormhole attack is very difficult to detect,
since it can be launched without compromising any host, or the in-
tegrity and authenticity of the communication [3,19,20].

Existing solutions: The authors in [3] describe a solution for the
wormhole attack, based on geographical and temporal packet leashes.
The use of geographical leashes assumes known node location, and
hence is not adequate for securing a localization algorithm. The
use of temporal leashes requires all nodes to have tightly synchro-
nized clocks and demands computational power which, according
to the authors, is beyond the capability of sensors [3]. The authors
in [19, 37] propose a defense against wormholes based on measur-
ing the time of flight of a message in a challenge-reply scheme.
Such a solution assumes that sensors are able to perform time mea-
surements of nanosecond precision and hence, requires very accu-
rate clocks at each sensor. In addition, distance estimates based on
time of flight are sensitive to distance enlargement errors.
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Figure 3: (a) Wormhole attack: An attacker records beacons in area B, tunnels them via the wormhole link in area A and re-
broadcasts them. (b) Sector uniqueness: a sensor s cannot hear two sectors from the same locator. (c) Communication range
violation: a sensor cannot hear two locators that are more than 2R apart.

Wormhole attack against SeRLoc: In the case of SeRLoc, an at-
tacker records the beacons transmitted from locators at the origin
point and replays them at the destination point, thus providing false
information about the locators heard in a specific neighborhood. In
Figure 3(a), an attacker records beacons at regionB, tunnels them
via the wormhole link in regionA and replays them, thus leading
sensors to believe that it can hear locators{L1 ∼ L8}.

Detecting wormholes: We now show how a sensor can detect a
wormhole attack using two properties of SeRLoc.

1. Sector uniqueness property:If an attacker replays a transmis-
sion of a locatorLi that is directly heard to sensors, the sensor
can detect the attack using the sector uniqueness property. The at-
tacked sensor will detect that it is infeasible to hear two sectors of
a single locator3 (replay of the same sector is of no use to the at-
tacker). The beacon ofLi directly heard to sensors will reach s
earlier than any replay, assuming that the locator transmits in all
sectors simultaneously. In addition, the sensor will acquire the lat-
est published value of the hash chain ofLi through the direct link.
Hence, any replay containing an already published hash value will
not be authenticated.

In Figure 3(b),As denotes the area where locators heard to sen-
sors can reside (circle of radiusR centered ats), Ao denotes the
area where locators heard at the origin point of the attack can re-
side (circle of radiusR centered atO) andAc denotes the common
areaAc = As ∩ Ao. The detection probabilityP (SU) due to the
sector uniqueness property is equal to the probability that at least
one locator lies within an area of sizeAc. Using equation (2) from
Section 2.2,

P (SU) = P (|LHAc | ≥ 1) = 1 − P (|LHAc | = 0)

= 1 − e−ρLAc , (7)

whereLHAc denotes the set of locators heard by sensors that lie
inside areaAc. In Figure 4(a), we show the detection probability
P (SU) for locator densitiesρL, for distances0 ≤ ‖s − O‖ ≤
3R, normalized overR, and for R

r
= 10. We observe that if

‖s − O‖ ≥ 2R, the sector uniqueness property cannot be used
to detect a wormhole attack(P (SU) = 0).

2. Communication range violation property:Every locator di-
rectly heard to a sensors is less thanR units away froms as stated

3We treat multipath effects and imperfect sectorization as replay at-
tacks and execute the location resolution algorithm to be presented,
to determine the sensor location.

by (3), i.e. ‖s − Li‖ < R,∀Li ∈ LHs. Hence, two locators
Li, Lj ∈ LHs, heard tos, cannot be more than2R apart, i.e.
‖Li − Lj‖ ≤ 2R. If the sensor hears two locators for which the
communication constraint is violated, i.e.‖Li − Lj‖ > 2R, it
detects that is under attack.

We now compute the detection probabilityP (CR) due to the
communication range violation property. Consider Figure 3(c),
where‖s − O‖ = 2R. If any two locators withinAs, Ao have
a distance larger that2R the attack is detected. ThoughP (CR) is
not easily computed analytically, we can derive a lower bound on
P (CR) as follows: consider the event where there is at least one
locator in the shaded areaAi (the vertical lines definingAi, Aj , are
perpendicular to the line connectings, O) and at least one locator in
the shaded areaAj . If such an event occurs, then‖Li −Lj‖ > 2R
and the attack is detected. Hence,

P (CR) = P (‖Li − Lj‖ > 2R)

≥ P (CR
⋂

(|LHAi | > 0 ∩ |LHAj | > 0)) (8)

= P
(
CR|(|LHAi | > 0 ∩ |LHAj | > 0)

)
P (|LHAi | > 0 ∩ |LHAj | > 0) (9)

= P (|LHAi > 0| ∩ |LHAj > 0|) (10)

= (1 − P (|LHAi | = 0))(1 − P (|LHAj | = 0)

= (1 − e−ρLAi)(1 − e−ρLAj ), (11)

where (8) follows from the fact that the probability of the inter-
section of two events is always less or equal to the probability of
one of the events, (9) follows from the definition of the conditional
probability, (10) follows from the fact that whenLHAi > 0 and
LHAj > 0, we always have a communication range violation
(P
(
CR|(|LHAi | > 0 ∩ |LHAj | > 0)

)
= 1), and (11) follows

from (2). It can be proven that the lower bound onP (CR) is max-
imized whenA∗

i = maxi{Ai} subject to the constraintAi = Aj .
In Figure 4(b), we show the lower bound onP (CR), by setting
A∗

i = maxi{Ai} � Ai = Aj .
3. Detection probabilityPdet: By combining the two detection

techniques, we compute a lower bound on the detection probability
Pdet of a wormhole attack as:

Pdet = P (SU ∪ CR)

= P (SU) + P (CR) − P (SU)P (CR)

≥ (1 − e−ρLAc) + (1 − e−ρLA∗
i )2 − (12)

(1 − e−ρLAc)(1 − e−ρLA∗
i )2, (13)
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= 10 based on, (a) sector uniqueness: P (SU), (b) communication range violation,
a lower bound on P (CR). (c) Wormhole detection probability Pdet (Z axis ranges from [0.9, 1]). (d) Probability that all sensors have
a bi-directional link with at least one locator for r = 4. G denotes the antenna directivity.

where (12), follows from the fact thatAc, A
∗
i , Aj do not overlap,

and (13) follows from (7), (11). In Figure 4(c), we show the lower
bound onPdet for R ∈ [0, 4R], based on (13). For values of
R > 4R, Pdet = Pdet(4R), sinceAi = Aj = πR2. Note
that the lowest detection probability isPdet ≥ 99.48%, attained
at ρL = 0.01. From Figure 4(c), we observe that a wormhole at-
tack is detected with a probability very close to unity.

Location resolution algorithm: Although a wormhole can be de-
tected using one of the two detection mechanisms, it creates loca-
tion ambiguity to the sensor. To resolve the location ambiguity a
sensor under attack executes theAttach to Closer Locator Algo-
rithm (ACLA).

Assume that a sensor authenticates a set of locatorsLHs, but
detects that it is under attack. Initially, the sensor computes the
rectangleA defined by the intersection of the lines in (4). The sen-
sor places a point grid withinA and performs the grid point test to
acquire the grid score table (Step 2 of SeRLoc). Then, using the
grid score table, it identifies disjoint regionsDi that score higher
than a thresholdth. The thresholdth is a design parameter deter-
mined in relation to the locator densityρL. For all regionsDi the
sensor computes theCoGi and identifies the locatorsLi ∈ LHs

closest to eachCoGi. For eachLi the sensor encrypts a nonceηi,
with the pairwise keyKLi

s , concatenates itsIds and buffers the
message. Once, all messages have been created, the sensor broad-
casts them sequentially and awaits for the first authentic reply. The
sensor identifies the locatorL′

i closest to it by the first reply, and
determines its location asCoG′

i of the regionD′
i, closest toL′

i.

Attach to Closer Locator Algorithm (ACLA)

1. A : {X ≥ Xmin, X ≤ Xmax, Y ≥ Ymin, Y ≤ Ymax}.
2. Place a point grid inA and execute the grid score test.
3. ComputeCoGi ∀ Di with score≥ th.
4. ∀ Di, find L∗

i ∈ LHs

L∗
i = min ‖Li − CoGi‖.

5. ∀ L∗
i , broadcast{ηi||q}

K
L∗

i
s

||Ids.

6. IdentifyL′
i ∈ L∗ that replies first with the correct nonce.

7. Sensor location:CoG′
i of the region corresponding toL′

i.

Note that in Step 5 of ACLA, the messages sent to different loca-
tors have a time difference up to(k−1)Ts, whereTs is the message
transmission time andk is the total number of messages transmit-
ted. To account for the time difference we propose the following
enhancement. The sensor attaches to each message a sequence

numberq. The sequence number indicates the reverse order by
which the encrypted messages are transmitted. The first message
has a sequence numberq = k − 1, while the last message has a
sequence numberq = 0. Locators that hear the sensor’s message,
wait for aq ∗ Ts time before they reply with the nonceηi.

By adding transmission delay at the locator side, we compare
messages transmitted at different times only based on their round-
trip time, without using any high accurate clocks to measure time
of flight 4.

s:

L2:

L1:

Time
0

nonce 2

reply 1nonce 1

reply 1nonce 1 nonce 2

reply 2

reply 2

Ts Ts+Tp(1)Tp(1)
Trep(2)

Trep(1) Tar(2) Tar(1)

|| s - L1 ||  >  || s - L2 ||

qTs = Ts

Figure 5: Ts denotes transmission time, Tp(i) denotes the prop-
agation time of one bit for Li, Trep(i) denotes the reply time for
Li and Tar(i) denotes the arrival time of reply Trep(i). Since
‖s − L1‖ > ‖s − L2‖, Tar(1) > Tar(2).

In Figure 5, we assume that for the two locatorsL1, L2, ‖s −
L1‖ > ‖s − L2‖ and hence,Tp(1) > Tp(2) whereTp(i) denotes
the propagation time for one bit to arrive froms at locatorLi. If the
sensor starts transmitting the nonces at timeT = 0, nonceη1 with
sequence numberq = 1 arrives atL1 at timeTs + Tp(1), while
nonceη2 with q = 0 arrives atL2 at time2Ts +Tp(2). LocatorL1

waits forqTs = Ts time before replying, thus starting its reply at
timeTrep(1) = 2Ts +Tp(1), whileL2 replies immediately at time
Trep(2) = 2Ts+Tp(2), whereTrep(i) is the time whenLi replies.
SinceTp(1) > Tp(2), it follows thatTrep(1) > Trep(2). Hence,
using our delay scheme the closest locator will always reply first in-
dependent on the transmission sequence of the nonces. In addition,
since the closest locator replies first it is guaranteed that its message
will arrive ats first with a time difference of2(Tp(1)−Tp(2)) (we
ignore any processing time which is equal to both locators). Note
that if L2 is heard tos through a direct link andL1 is heard through
a wormhole link,Tp(1) � Tp(2).

4Note that we have assumed that locators are trusted and have not
been compromised by the attacker. In case of locator compromise
a more elaborate algorithm involving multiple locators and a ma-
jority vote scheme can be employed at the expense of algorithmic
complexity and higher number of locators needed.
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To execute ACLA, a sensor must be able to communicate bi-
directionally with at least one locator. The probabilityPs→L of a
sensor having a bi-directional link with at least one locator can be
computed as :

Ps→L = 1 − e−ρLπr2G
2
γ

. (14)

The probabilityPbd thatall sensors can bi-directionally communi-
cate with at least one locator is:

Pbd = (1 − e−ρLπr2G
2
γ

)|N|. (15)

In Figure 4(d), we plotPbd vs. the locator densityρL and the
antenna directivityG, for R

r
= 10. From (15), we can properly

chooseρL, G, r, so as every sensor has a bi-directional link with
at least one locator with probability very close to unity, and hence,
resolve any location ambiguity.

4.2 Sybil Attack and Compromised Sensors
Threat model: In the sybil attack [21,22] an attacker impersonates
multiple network entities by assuming their identities. Unlike the
wormhole attack, in the sybil attack model the attacker is able to
compromise the communication (gain access to the cryptographic
quantities usually be compromising network entities), obtain multi-
ple node identities and insert bogus information into the network. A
solution for the sybil attack for WSN was recently proposed in [22].

Sybil attack against SeRLoc In SeRLoc, sensors do not rely on
other sensors to compute their location. Hence, an attacker has no
incentive to assume sensor identities. Similarly compromised sen-
sors cannot directly impact the localization. An attacker can only
affect the localization mechanism, if it successfully impersonates
several locators.

To impersonate locators, an attacker has to compromise the global
key K0 used by locators to transmit beacons. OnceK0 has been
compromised, the attacker can obtain published values of the hash
chains of the locators it hears. Since the sensor always has the latest
published values from the locators that it can directly hear, an at-
tacker can only impersonate locators that are not directly heard by
the sensor under attack. Using the acquired hash values not heard
at the sensor under attack, the attacker can impersonate multiple
locators, and create arbitrary beacon messages.

Defense against the sybil attack: Though we do not provide any
mechanism to prevent an attacker from impersonating locators (ex-
cept for the ones directly heard to a sensor), we can still determine
the position of the sensor in the presence of a sybil attack, as long
as the pairwise keys between the locators and sensors are not com-
promised. The sensor will detect ambiguity between its actual lo-
cation and the location(s) indicated by the impersonated locators.
Using thelocation resolution algorithmpresented in the wormhole
attack, the sensor can determine its actual location, since the closest
locator to its actual position, will always reply first. The attacker
has no way to decrypt the nonce, encrypted with the pairwise key,
or encrypt any kind of reply. Hence, the sensor will successfully
compute its location, assuming that locators are not compromised.

5. THREATS ON EXISTING LOCALIZA-
TION SCHEMES

We now provide examples of exploitation of the vulnerabilities
of state-of-the-art range-independent localization schemes, that lead
to incorrect location computation. Vulnerabilities for range-dependent
schemes have been presented in [18]. Due to space limitation we

examine three popular schemes, Dv-hop [9], Amorphous localiza-
tion [7] and APIT [6]

5.1 Dv-hop and Amorphous localization
In Dv-hop [9], following a strategy similar to distance vector

routing, each node discovers the shortest path in number of hops to
every other node. Reference points compute the average length of
one hop, based on the hop count to other reference points, and flood
the network with the hop estimate. Nodes use the hop size estimate
and the number of hops to compute their distance to at least three
reference points and perform triangulation to determine their loca-
tion. Amorphous localization [7] employs a similar strategy with
the exception of computing the average hop size offline through
an approximate formula [38]. Dv-hop and Amorphous localization
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Figure 6: (a) Dv-hop, Amorphous localization (b) APIT local-
ization test.

face the same security threats as any distance vector routing pro-
tocol. Attacks against the distance vector routing protocols in a
wireless ad hoc network have been documented in [19,35,39,40].

As an example, consider a wormhole link between nodess1 and
s7 of Figure 6(a). Boths1 ands7 will assume false number of hops
(two) to reference pointsL1, L3, respectively. In addition,L1, L3

will make an incorrect estimate on the average hop size, when they
acquire false hop count measurements. Nodess1, s2 will compute a
much smaller distance to reference pointsL1, L3 and triangulation
will provide a highly inaccurate position estimate.

5.2 APIT Localization
In APIT localization [6], a sensor relies on neighbor sensor infor-

mation to determine if it is located inside or outside a virtual trian-
gle defined by three reference points called anchors. For example,
in Figure 6(b), sensors measures the power to three anchorsA, B,
C, and also gathers the measurements of all neighboring sensors
1 ∼ 4. If no neighbor ofs is further from/closer (according to the
power measurements) to all three anchorsA, B, C simultaneously,
s assumes that it is inside the triangle∆ABC. Otherwise,s as-
sumes it is outside∆ABC. The sensors repeats the APIT test for
all 3-tuples of anchors heard, and estimates its position as the cen-
ter of gravity of the overlapping region of the triangles for which
the APIT test was positive (The sensor was inside the triangle).

Assume a wormhole link betweens and node 5. Node five is
further from all three anchorsA,B,C and hence, the APIT test will
indicate thes is outside∆ABC. In another attack a malicious
sensor can fail an arbitrary number of APIT tests for its neighbors,
by advertising false power levels and hence, critically increase the
localization error.

From our examples it becomes evident that localization schemes
need to be enhanced with security mechanisms to ensure the cor-
rect location determination in the presence of adversaries.
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Figure 7: (a) Average localization error LE vs. average number of locators heard LH for a network of |N | = 5, 000 and locator-to-
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r
= 10. (b) LE vs. LH for different number of antenna sectors. (c). LE vs. sector error SE for different number of

locators heard LH.

6. RELATED WORK
Localization schemes can be classified to range-dependent and

range-independent based schemes. In range-dependent schemes,
nodes determine their location based on distance or angle estimates
to some reference points with known coordinates. Such estimates
may be acquired through different methods such as time of ar-
rival (TOA) [15, 25], time difference of arrival (TDOA) [11, 13],
angle of arrival (AOA) [10], or received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) [12]. Attacks and countermeasures for range-dependent
schemes have been presented in [18]. To the best of our knowledge
no prior research has been presented in securing range-independent
schemes. Due to space limitation, we focus on range-independent
schemes, since SeRLoc belongs to that category.

In the range-independent localization schemes, nodes determine
their location without use of time, angle, or power measurements.
Nodes depend on beacons, or connectivity information to compute
their location. We already presented DV-hop [9], amorphous local-
ization [7], and APIT [6] in Section 5. In [8], the authors propose
Centroid, an outdoor localization scheme, where reference points
broadcast beacons with their coordinates. Nodes estimate their po-
sition as the centroid of the locations of all the reference points
that they hear. Centroid has a very simple implementation and low
communication cost. However, it results in a crude approximation
of node location.

Two methods have been proposed that utilize connectivity infor-
mation to determine the node location. In [14], the authors formu-
late a semi-definite program, based on the connectivity constraints
and obtain the optimal position estimates that satisfy all constraints.
In [16] the authors use multidimensional scaling to acquire an ar-
bitrary rotation of the network topology. If three nodes know their
location, the network topology can be mapped to the absolute node
location. Both schemes in [14,16], require centralized computation
and hence are not used for comparison in the performance evalua-
tion.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we compare the performance of SeRLoc with

state-of-the-art localization techniques, namely Dv-Hop [9], Amor-
phous localization [7], Centroid localization [8], APIT [6] and its
theoretical ideal version PIT [6]. We show that SeRLoc has su-
perior performance in localization error and requires significantly
fewer resources than other methods. We also show that SeRLoc is
robust against both error in the locators’ coordinates and estimation
of the antenna sector that includes the sensors.

7.1 Simulation Setup
We randomly distributed 5,000 sensors within a 100x100 rectan-

gular area. We also randomly placed locators within the same area
and computed the average localization error as:

LE =
1

|N |
∑

i

‖s̃i − si‖
r

, (16)

whereN is the set of sensors,̃si is the sensor estimated position,
si is the real position andr is the sensor communication range.

7.2 Localization Error vs. Locators heard
In our first experiment, we investigated the impact of the average

number of locators heardLH in the localization error. In order
to provide a fair comparison of SeRLoc with other methods, we
normalizeLH for SeRLoc by multiplyingLH with the number of
sectors used. Hence, for example, whenLH = 9, with SeRLoc
using three sectors, every sensor hears on average three locators.

In Figure 7(a), we show theLE vs. LH with SeRLoc using
three sectors andR

r
= 10. We observe that SeRLoc is superior to

all other range-independent algorithms compared. Note that SeR-
Loc achieves a localization error of0.5r, with very few locators
(LH = 12 which is equivalent to four locators with 3-sectored
antennas). From equation (1) in Section 2.2, we can calculate the
locator density required to achieve a specificLH as :ρL = LH

As
.

For example to achieveLE = 0.5r, we need a locator density of
ρL = 4

πR2 = 0.0032 (R = 20).

7.3 Localization Error vs. Antenna Sectors
In our second experiment, we examined the impact of the num-

ber of antenna sectorsM on the average localization errorLE. In
Figure 7(b), we show theLE vs. LH, for different number of an-
tenna sectors. We can observe that forLH = 3 theLE is compara-
ble for all values ofM . However, as the value ofLH increases, the
LE decreases more rapidly for higher number of antenna sectors,
due to the fact that the overlapping region becomes smaller when
the antenna sectors become narrower.

The gain in the localization accuracy, comes at the expense of
hardware complexity at the locator, since more complex antenna
designs have to be employed to generate the sectoring. Addition-
ally, errors in the estimation of the antenna sector where a sensor is
included, become more frequent, since more sensors are located at
the boundary between two sectors.
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7.4 Localization Error vs. Sector Error
Sensors may be located close to the boundary of two sectors of

a locator, or be deployed in a region with high multipath effects.
In such a case, a sensor may falsely assume that it is located in
another sector, than the actual sector that includes it. We refer to
this phenomenon as sector error (SE) and define it as:

SE =
# of sectors falsely estimated

LH
. (17)

A sector error of 0.5 indicates thateverysensor falsely estimated
the sectors of half the locators heard. In Figure 7(c), we show the
LE vs. theSE for different values ofLH , and 8-sector antennas.
We observe that theLE does not grow significantly large (larger
than the sensor communication ranger), until a fraction of 0.7 of
the sectors are falsely estimated.

SeRLoc algorithm is resilient to sector error due to the majority
vote scheme employed in the determination of the overlapping re-
gion. Even if a significant fraction of sectors are falsely estimated,
these sectors do not overlap in the same network area and hence,
score low in the grid-sector test (Step 3 of SeRLoc).

Note that the for aSE > 0.7, LE increases withLH. When the
SE grows beyond a threshold, the falsely estimated sectors domi-
nate in the location determination. AsLH grows, the falsely esti-
mated overlapping region, shrinks due to more overlapping sectors.
Hence the center of gravity that defines the sensor estimated loca-
tion gets further apart than the actual sensor location.

In Figure 8(a), we show theLE vs. SE for LH = 10 and vary-
ing number of antenna sectors. We can observe that the narrower
the antenna sector the smaller theLE, even in the presence of sec-
tor error. For a smallSE the overlapping region is dominated by
the correctly estimated sectors and hence, shrinks with increasing
antenna sectors. For largeSE the overlapping region is dominated
by the falsely estimated sectors and hence, an increase inLH does
not improve the localization accuracy.

Summarizing our findings for the sector error, we note that SeR-
Loc is resilient to sector error due to the majority vote mechanism
employed in the overlapping region determination. When the sec-
tor error becomes very large, most of the sector estimations are in
error. Hence, an increase in the number of locators heard , or num-
ber of antenna sectors does not decrease the localization error.

7.5 Localization Error vs. GPS Error
GPS, or any alternative localization scheme used to provide lo-

cators with their location, may have limited accuracy. To study the

impact of the error in the locators’ position, onLH , we induced
a GPS error (GPSE) to every locator of the network. A value of
GPSE = r means that every locator was randomly placed at a
circle of radiusr centered at the locator’s actual position.

In Figure 8(b), we show the average localization errorLE vs. the
GPSE in units ofr, for varying number ofLH when locators use
8-sector antennas. We can observe that even for large GPSE theLE
does not grow larger than1.2r. For example, whenGPSE = 1.8r
and LH = 3, LE = 1.1r. According to Figure 7(a), Dv-hop
and amorphous localization requireLH = 5 to achieve the same
performance in complete absence ofGPSE, while APIT requires
LH = 12 to reduce theLE = 1.1r, with no GPSE induced in
the locators’ positions. Note that once theGPSE error becomes
significantly large (over1.6r) an increase inLH does not improve
the accuracy of the position estimation.

7.6 Communication Cost vs. Locators Heard
In this section we analyse the communication cost of SeRLoc

and compare it with the communication cost of the existing range-
independent localization algorithms. In Figure 8(c), we show the
communication cost in number of transmitted messages vs.LH ,
when 200 sensors are randomly deployed.

We observe that DV-hop and Amorphous localization, have sig-
nificantly higher communication cost compared to all other algo-
rithms, due to the flood-based approach for the beacon propaga-
tion. The centroid scheme, has the lowest communication cost (|L|)
since it only transmits one beacon from each locator to localize the
sensor. APIT requires|L| + |N | beacons to localize the sensors,
while SeRLoc requires|ML| number of beacons, whereL is the
set of locators andM is the number of antenna sectors.

Under the assumption that the number of sensors is much higher
than the number of locators,(|N | � |L|), SeRLoc has a smaller
communication than APIT, since SeRLoc is independent of the
number of sensors deployed. In addition, SeRLoc achieves low
localization error for smaller values ofLH , and hence requires a
smaller number of reference points.

8. CONCLUSION
We addressed the problem of secure localization in WSN. We

proposed a range-independent, decentralized, localization scheme
called SeRLoc, that allows sensors to determine their location in
an un-trusted environment with the assistance of a small number
of trusted entities. We showed how the security mechanisms of
SeRLoc combined with its inherent geometric properties, can pro-
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vide accurate location estimation even in the presence of severe
security threats in WSN, such as the wormhole and sybil attack.
For the wormhole attack, we provided an analytical evaluation of
the probability of success against SeRLoc. Our simulation stud-
ies showed that SeRLoc localizes sensors with higher accuracy
than state-of-the-art range-independent localization schemes, while
requiring fewer reference points and lower communication cost.
Moreover, our simulation showed that SeRLoc is resilient to sources
of error such as error in the location of the reference points as well
as error in the sector determination.
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